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VICTOR LEGER: CAPTURING THE ENCHANTMENT OF SCHOODIC
Littlefield Gallery • Winter Harbor, ME • littlefieldgallery.com • July 19–August 16, 2021
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their pointed firs into the flawless heavens while
Mount Desert Island hovers in the background.
Leger has a special passion for trees, treating
them like respected elders. A Study in Courage is
a cropped rendering of the torsos of two trees in
fall plumage. The title of another painting, The
Prophet, lends a biblical element to a study of a
coastal tree that appears to point toward the horizon. Some of these arboreal studies bring to mind
the paintings of Theophil Groell (1932–2004) who
brought a similar focus to trees on Deer Isle.
Just as Blake could see a world in a grain
of sand, Leger finds music in tide pools. The
stunning Symphony #3 captures the shadows
and reflections found in a rock-bound cache of
tidal water.
Leger places extra-wide frames on some of his
paintings, which at times can seem to overwhelm
the image within. On the other hand, they also
enhance the aforementioned window effect,
drawing us to look out on a glorious world.
—Carl Little
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LIFE STREAMS: ALBERTO REY, CUBAN-AMERICAN ARTIST
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rganized by the Burchfield Penney Art
Center, this exhibition offers a mini-retrospective of the painter, videographer,
and fisherman Alberto Rey. From the abstractconceptual Through Windows, 1988, which Rey
made in graduate school at the University of
Buffalo, to the realist Lost Beauty: Icebergs XVI,
from the 2020 series that features renderings of
remnants of the Breiđamerkurjökull glacier in Iceland, Life Streams traces Rey’s artistic evolution.
Rey works in series and the show includes
a sampling from several. Many address his
cultural identity: Born in Cuba, he moved to
Mexico at age three and then to Miami and
finally to Barnesboro, PA. His Cuban roots tug
hardest and are referenced in such pieces as
House of Memories and La Basilica from 1991.
Other work conjures Rey’s early life in
Miami, in what is now Little Havana. Icon Series:
Bag of Chicharrones (Pork Rinds), 1995, depicts the
treat his mother would buy him, in all its creased
and greasy glory. The artist chose a traditional
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species in parts of the U.S.,
manages to engage the eye
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while raising awareness.
As a professional fly-fisherman, Rey feels a
These are brilliant and commendable acts of art.
special passion for these creatures and the
—Carl Little

